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Abstract

Greece transposed the 2000 equality directives through Law 3304/2005. This law sets out the definitions of direct and indirect discrimination, designates what conduct should be prohibited, outlines the sanctions that are to be imposed by the judiciary and mandates three equality bodies with the duty of upholding and promoting equal treatment. This article argues that notwithstanding the theoretical significance of this law given that it was the first tool specifically designed to grant legislative protection for the principle of equal treatment, its practical effects are limited.

Introduction

The European anti-discrimination framework took a great leap forward with the incorporation of Article 19 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union and the subsequent adoption of Council Directives 2000/43/EC (hereinafter the Racial Equality Directive) and 2000/78/EC (hereinafter the Employment Equality Directive), which aim to tackle racial discrimination and provide a general framework for equal treatment in the workplace, respectively. This was a significant development for the European legal reality, which ‘altered the character of EU anti-discrimination law’ as it designated race and ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, disability and age as characteristics to be protected from discrimination. Ironically, the directives, which seek to promote equal treatment, endorse a hierarchy of protected characteristics and their interrelated equality. The Racial Equality Directive encompasses equal treatment in relation to employment, vocational training, social protection and advantages, education and access to and supply of goods and services. The Employment Equality Directive, which integrates the rest of the protected characteristics, such as disability and age, is limited to the workplace. This distinction has led to the 2000 directives carrying ‘an aura of unfinished business’, with no convincing explanation having yet been put forth for this difference. In 2008, the Council of the European Union made a proposal to rectify this imbalance, which has been met with resistance by some Member States. Undoubtedly, the differences between the directives, especially when taking into account their purpose, taint the quality and efficacy of any national law that transposes the directives as they stand. Nearly 20 years, following the adoption of the directives, is a suitable time to consider their actual effects vis-a-vis the promotion of equal treatment in Member States, since all countries have transposed them, national judicial and nonjudicial bodies have had some time to deal with the issues tackled therein and the European Court of Justice has contributed to the understanding of the principles and notions they entail. To provide a specific assessment of the directives’ effects, this article opts to consider their transposition into the domestic law of a Member State, which was lacking any coherent legal infrastructure for the promotion of equal treatment in the era before the directives. The chosen case study is Greece. Today, the promotion of equal treatment and non-discrimination in Greece is accommodated in Law 3304/2005 on the implementation of the principle of equal treatment irrespective of racial or ethnic origin, religion or other beliefs, disability, age or sexual orientation. This ‘law fills a conspicuous lacuna in the Greek legal system, where there was previously no specific anti-discrimination legislation in force’, a point which demonstrates the significant effect of the directives, at least on a theoretical level. To ascertain the precise impact of the two directives on this Member State, this article will examine the pre-2005 legal framework, provide a general overview and critique of Law 3304/2005 and examine how, and the extent to which, the relevant law is enforced by judicial and nonjudicial bodies. The overarching aim of this examination is to establish whether the 2000 European developments have, in fact, contributed to the creation of a functioning non-discrimination framework in the country under consideration.

Legal framework before the transposition of the 2000 equality directives

The Greek constitution contains several provisions relevant to non-discrimination and equal treatment and the particular purposes of the two directives. For example, Article 5.2 stipulates that all persons living within Greek territory, and not just Greek citizens, shall enjoy the full protection of their life, honour and liberty irrespective of nationality, race or language and religious or political beliefs, while Article 5.5 provides that all 221 persons have the right to the protection of their health and of their genetic identity. In theory, these provisions provide for constitutional
protection against non-discrimination in some spheres in the event that no other relevant legislation exists. However, their abstract nature and limited scope meant that, prior to the passing of Law 3304/2005, persons were essentially deprived of legal protection if they fell victim to the discrimination of the type provided for in the directives, since it was and continues to be ‘extremely difficult to derive specific enforceable rights form these general principles’. Other mechanisms within the broader non-discrimination framework include the Civil Code, which contains generalized clauses relevant to the claims of discrimination in the workplace, ones which are rarely pursued when dealing with the protected characteristics of the directives. In fact, the only piece of legislation which specifically addressed the issue of equality that existed pre-2005 was in the sphere of gender equality. Thus, combating discrimination on the five grounds set out by the directives in the workplace and/or other areas, such as social protection, was not protected by a specialized statute. Here, it must be noted that, as well as the significant developments brought about by the equal treatment law, the 2001 constitutional revisions, and particularly, the incorporation of Article 25 in the constitution, were significant to the protection of equal treatment in the private domain. More particularly, this article obliges the State to ensure the unhindered and effective exercise of human rights, extending this obligation to relations between individuals and not just vis-à-vis the State. This laid down the foundations for the subsequent duties which were to be imposed in 2005 on persons acting in a discriminatory manner in the private sphere, such as a private employer to an employee. In theory, as a result of the new legal framework created in 2005, Greece has been described as possessing ‘a well-rounded protection framework in the field of discrimination’. The extent to which this is completely accurate will be elaborated further, with this article arguing that the current domestic legislation is marked by some central limitations which hinder its effective application and that the law is not effectively used as a mechanism of prevention, protection, punishment and/or redress. Furthermore, when looking beyond the contents of the directives which are limited to certain areas, such as employment, that have been almost arbitrarily designated as protected areas, the fact remains that, even post-2005, persons continue to be deprived of any kind of legal protection from discrimination that may occur outside the boundaries set out by the law under consideration which limits itself to the provisions of the two directives. The same can be said for the protected characteristics, which are limited to race and ethnicity, religion or belief, sexual orientation, disability and age.

Overview of law 3304/2005 that transposed the 2000 equality directives Transposition process

As with many other Member States, the transposition procedure of the Racial Equality Directive in Greece did not run smoothly. In 2004, the European Commission instigated infringement proceedings against several countries, including Greece, due to their non-compliance with the Racial Equality Directive. Proceedings against Greece ceased due to the passing of the transposing law in 2005. Law 3304/2005 transposes the two equality directives, thereby covering the principle of equal treatment in relation to the five established grounds in the areas designated by the directives. Article 1 of the law notes that its purpose is to lay down a general regulatory framework for combating discrimination on the grounds of racial or ethnic origin, as well as combating discrimination on the grounds of religion or other beliefs, disability, age or sexual orientation in the spheres of occupation and employment, according to Directives 2000/43/EC … . and 2000/78/EC so as to guarantee the principle of equal treatment.
However, it is evident that the Greek legislature did not intend to provide specific regulations with regard to the implementation of the principle of equal treatment, but a general framework.19

Definitional framework

The law sets out two identical definitions for direct and indirect discrimination, one relating to the grounds laid down by the Racial Equality Directive20 and one to those of the Employment Equality Directive,21 both of which comply with the provisions of the directives. In relation to the grounds of discrimination, the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (hereinafter ECRI) has suggested that this law is extended so as to incorporate discrimination based on colour, language and citizenship, thereby, allowing for a broader anti-discrimination framework.22 Law 3304/2005 is the first piece of legislation to have defined harassment24 based on the directives and to have incorporated it as a specific offence.25 However, the law does not specifically define what is meant by the types of discrimination included therein and, interrelated to this, Law 3304/2004 does not define grounds such as race or religious belief. Although not directly required by the relevant directives, given that such definitions are generally absent from Greek legislation,26 an extrapolation on meanings of, inter alia, race and racial discrimination would allow for clarification of semantics and notions that would facilitate the tasks set out for enforcement bodies. Judicial and administrative bodies have no guidelines as to which groups are actually protected by this law, since intricate questions as to what may constitute a belief and whether a particular non-mainstream religion is deemed as such by the State are left unanswered. Given the centrality of the discrimination grounds to the subsequent application of the law, it could have been expected that some sort of definitional framework would have been applied. Furthermore, there is no relevant case law on the tests which must be applied and satisfied in order to meet the threshold of prohibited conduct and to justify the legitimate aims of permitting discrimination.27 Such legitimate aims include the more general ones of protecting, inter alia, public security and the rights and freedoms of others in relation to the provisions of Directive 2000/78/EC as well as more particular issues, such as genuine and determining occupational requirements, which have not yet been defined and interpreted by the courts. In addition, since the legislation is as general as it is, endorsing only the minimum requirements set out by the directives, and taking into account the lack of jurisprudential analysis by national courts, there is no indication as to whether the country’s legal framework embraces principles such as the prohibition of discrimination or harassment by association, as set out in the European Court of Justice’s judgment in Coleman.29 Furthermore, there are no provisions in Law 3304/2005 or related case law that place a direct obligation on public authorities to prevent discrimination in carrying out their functions, something which ECRI recommends,30 nor is there anything relevant vis-à-vis multiple discrimination.31 The latter issue has been partly rectified by Article 2.1 of the Law 3996/2011 on the reform of the Labour Inspectorate Body, discussed below, which holds that this body, among others, takes into account instances of multiple discrimination, in accordance with Article 19 of Law 3304/2005, which sets out its duties within the equal treatment framework.

Restrictive scope vis-à-vis discrimination based on non-racial grounds

Law 3304/2005 provides a mirror image of the directives à propos the scope of protection provided. Chapter II of the law, which incorporates Directive 2000/43/EC, extends the prohibition of discrimination to occupation, membership of an association of workers or
employers, vocational training, social protection, social advantages, education and access to and supply of goods and services. Chapter III, which incorporates Directive 2000/78/EC, limits its scope to employment, membership of an association of workers or employers and vocational training. Although the law is implementing the provisions of the directives, as noted above, this aspect of the provisions is marred by inequality, given that the provisions on racial discrimination granted a wider scope. In this light, ECRI has, on several occasions, recommended that this statute should be amended to ensure the same scope in relation to both chapters and, thus, both directives, but no amendments have been made to date.32

Limitations regarding citizenship and residency requirements

Law 3304/2005 implements Article 3(2) of both directives and does not, thereby, cover differences of treatment based on nationality and is without prejudice to the entry and residence of third-country nationals and stateless persons and to any treatment which arises from the legal status of such persons. Although this provision is directly provided for by the directives, its negative effects must not be ignored given that, as noted, it ‘essentially constitutes a complete justification of any direct or indirect discrimination against migrants due to their non-Greek citizenship’.33 The Ombudsperson has noted that ousting third-country nationals from the law results in the fact that ‘the administration is often facing the rights of non-Greek citizens with reserve’.34 In fact, the Ombudsperson argued that this attitude also extends to EU citizens and naturalized Greeks,35 and, to this end, recommended that, at least in the case of long-term third country residents or vis-à-vis cases of serious racial discrimination, the directives should be applicable.36

Sanctions and victims’ redress

In the event that the principle of equal treatment is violated in the framework of an administrative action, the victim may commence judicial proceedings with court judgments, providing several sanctions and/or forms of redress. For discriminatory administrative actions, the law provides, inter alia, redress of the material or moral harm through the cancellation or the amendment of the action in question.37 Discriminatory actions during the provision of goods and services on the grounds of racial or ethnic origin, religious or other beliefs, disability, age or sexual orientation come with criminal penalties, with Article 16 of Law 3004/2005 foreseeing a prison sentence and a monetary fine for such cases.38 In the realm of occupation and employment, an employer who violates the principle of equal treatment is considered to be in violation of Greek Labour Law, and particularly Article 16 of Law 2639/1998, which sets out an administrative sanction, namely a monetary fine and a temporary or permanent cessation of business activities. Two points can be discerned from the above, firstly that, although the provision of goods and services is not within the scope of Chapter III which deals with discrimination on the grounds set out in Directive 2000/78/EC including, inter alia, disability, the same law does provide for sanctions in the event that discrimination on such grounds occurs during the provision of goods and services. This demonstrates incoherence in the law, with restrictive conditions in the sphere of the general provisions regarding Directive 2000/78/EC and more extensive provisions in the sanctioning process. Secondly, the above reflects that Law 3004/2005 is wanting in respect of effective redress of victims of discrimination and sanctioning of perpetrators in the field of the supply of goods and services and employment and occupation, given that the punishments provided for include fines payable
to the State, prison sentences and/or cessation of business activities rather than monetary compensation or other means of restitution or redress for the victim, as is the case with administrative actions, which violate the principle of equal treatment. In addition, no monetary compensation is provided for in relation to administrative actions, which may result in a breach of the law. If a victim opts to seek redress through an equality body rather than through the courts, the only body with more extended sanctioning powers is the Labour Inspectorate Department, which may, for example, order the interruption of business, impose administrative measures and sanctions and commence judicial proceedings. However, the aforementioned department functions only in the realm of private employment and occupation. As a result of the above, although Article 15 of the Racial Equality Directive and Article 17 of the Equal Treatment Directive only provide that sanctions may involve payments to the victim, the sanctions applied in Greece, minus the more extensive measures of redress in the framework of discriminatory administrative actions, result in the current law failing to provide for effective sanctions and/or restitution for harmful conduct.

Practical impact of the 2005 legal framework

Added value of the law

Law 3304/2005 provides the first ‘complete institutional framework of protection’ in the realm of equal treatment, albeit one marked by generality. For the first time, Greece has legislation, which clarifies the meaning of discrimination, direct and indirect, defines harassment, makes it a specific offence and incorporates it in the field of nondiscrimination and provides protection to victims of discrimination in the designated spheres by judicial and nonjudicial means, with the former extending to criminal as well as civil law. In relation to victims, the role of the equality bodies in the field of equal treatment theoretically provides vulnerable groups, who may experience poverty and social exclusion, with the opportunity to seek a nonjudicial path of redress which is not burdensome in terms of cost and efficiency. As well as working towards the punishment of perpetrators, the law addresses the issue of prevention, inter alia, providing that the Economic and Social Council should work towards the implementation of measures on a national and local level for the promotion of the purposes of the law. It can generally be said that the transposing law is in line with the two directives and is ‘wide in scope and reflects international and European standards on protection against racial discrimination’.

Shortcomings in the use and enforcement of Law 3004/2005

Notwithstanding the added theoretical value of the 2005 law, its practical impact can be disputed as illustrated by four distinct yet interrelated issues. Firstly, there are a limited number of cases reaching the courts predominantly, because victims of discrimination are not actively and systematically seeking redress in courts, while the amount of case law is stifled by the limited role entities such as NGOs and Trade Unions have in instigating proceedings. Secondly, although no concrete patterns can be discerned from the case law, due to the lack of it, the few examples that do exist reveal certain issues such as the tardiness of the judiciary in applying legislative provisions, its confusion with core principles of the law and the relatively insignificant position this law holds in the courts’ books. In relation to the last point, as will be demonstrated below, there have been occasions when the courts have either simply referred to
the law almost incidentally or have passed judgment on an issue that falls within its framework without any reference to the 2005 statute. This argument is notwithstanding some good but isolated examples of the law’s use. Thirdly, the equality bodies, some more than others, have proved to function ineffectively, thereby, preventing the administrative enforcement of the law. Finally, there exist several day-to-day examples of discrimination occurring in Greece that could essentially be tackled by the legislation but continue to occur on a long-term and large-scale basis.

Limited recourse to courts. There is a lack of relevant case law reaching the national courts. In fact, the use of the judicial route for the cases of discrimination has been minimal. The main problem faced by the victims of discrimination is the cost of instructing a lawyer. Article 13.3 of Law 3340/2005 provides that legal entities which aim at protecting the principle of equal treatment have the right to represent a victim before judicial or administrative proceedings as long as the victim’s consent is provided. However, in reality, compliance with the directives when it comes to allowing legal entities to represent victims is curtailed, since this is not yet part of procedural codes.

In addition to the above, inadequate recourse to the courts has also arisen due to the limited roles of legal entities, such as NGOs and Trade Unions, in instigating the proceedings for cases that do not have specifically identified and consenting victims. This is in line with Article 7.2 of the Racial Equality Directive and Article 9.2 of the Employment Equality Directive, which provide for such representation with the victim’s approval. However, the ECRI recommended an amendment to Law 3304/2005 in order to allow entities, such as NGOs, to instigate court proceedings in the area of equal treatment without having to represent a specific victim. Such an amendment would allow for a more extensive application of the law but no measures to this end have yet been taken by the State. An example to illustrate the shortcomings of this provision is the case of Muslim teachers who have been banned from teaching the Greek language in Thrace. In 2014, an amendment to a law was passed which provided that members of the Muslim minority in Thrace are no longer to be recruited for teaching in the Greek language programme of minority primary schools. This new provision is inconsistent with Law 3004/2005, but steps have yet to be taken, since no victim has yet commenced judicial proceedings. This reflects the shortcomings of the current status vis-a-vis legal entities having to represent identifiable and consenting victims before instigating judicial proceedings.

In the realm of unidentified and consenting victims, an interesting case is one in which a Greek doctor and member of Golden Dawn posted a ‘Jews not Welcome’ sign outside his office and was subsequently arrested for inciting racial discrimination, in violation of anti-racist Law 972/1979. This incident falls within the framework of Law 3004/2005 as the doctor, through his sign, ousted an entire ethnic and/or religious group from the provision of his services. However, the prosecutor had to pursue this case in the realm of Law 972/1979 ‘due to the lack of an identified victim of discrimination’. Therefore, since NGOs cannot bring cases before judicial bodies without a designated victim under the anti-discrimination law, the only path available in the realm of ethnic and racial discrimination is the anti-racist law. Section 3 of the anti-racist law penalizes the act of refusing, in the exercise of one’s occupation, to sell a commodity or to supply a service on racial or ethnic grounds. Thus, while there exists another option in the framework of the supply of goods and services for persons discriminated against due to their race or ethnicity, even if no consenting victim is identified for purposes of a trial, no such alternative is available for the other groups protected by equal treatment legislation.
So, as is the case with the limitations regarding citizenship and residency, the necessity of a consenting victim is a direct result of the provisions of the directives and not a deviation by the State from its European obligations. Either way, such characteristics of the law are considered by institutions, such as the ECRI, to constitute shortcomings that directly affect the practical applicability and scope of the equal treatment framework of Member States which choose to apply the directives’ provisions as minimally as possible.

Judicial enforcement of Law 3304/2005. This section will attempt to consider the effect of the law on the Greek judicial scene. To do so, it will look at whether and, if so, to what extent, national courts have taken the 2005 law into account and whether, and to what extent, the law has brought something new to the country’s legal framework. It must be noted that there is a lack of available statistics for the number of discrimination cases brought to justice, which may hamper this task.

In 2015, a national court declared unconstitutional the State reduction of the minimum wage for employees under the age of 25 by 32% on the grounds that this constituted discrimination. In its decision, the court referred to the relevant constitutional provisions, such as the right of equality before the law and equal pay, and then it referred to the general principle of equal treatment under European and international law, subsequently making reference to Law 3004/2005. However, it made no extrapolation or discussion of the provisions found, therein, and simply referred to that law as it did to Law 1424/1984 which incorporates the international convention concerning discrimination in respect of employment and occupation.

In 2003, a woman initiated judicial proceeding before the administrative courts on the grounds of age discrimination, since she had been denied access to the profession of bailiff on the grounds that she had already turned 35 years old. The final decision was issued with a 9-year delay in 2012 by the Greek Council of State, which found that the impugned measure was unconstitutional. In its decision, the court held that preventing persons from this employment on the grounds of age was unnecessary, since the performance of such a position did not entail any biological needs for the person to be under 35 years old and that the measure breached the principle of proportionality and occupational freedom as provided for in the constitution. Thus, rather than relying on the prohibition of age discrimination as so provided in Law 3004/2005, which existed at the time of the judgment’s passing, the court opted to rely on the constitution.

In 2011, the Deputy Prosecutor of the Greek Supreme Court received a letter from the association named Coordinated Organisations and Communities for Roma Human Rights in Greece, which requested the investigation of the cases of exclusion of Roma children in the national education system. In response to this, the Deputy Prosecutor issued an Urgent Written Order addressed to all local prosecutors of Greece officially requesting that they ‘take care to strike out the phenomenon of exclusion of Roma from the public educational system’ and that their ‘integration to all structures of the State should be ensured’. Notwithstanding the significance of this in relation to the development of the anti-discrimination framework in Greece, the fact remains that the Order did not directly refer to the provisions of Law 3004/2005.

The first case demonstrates the almost incidental reference to the 2005 law while the others make absolutely no reference to it at all. This could demonstrate that antidiscrimination initiatives can, in fact, stand well, even on a judicial level, without reliance on Law 3004/2005. It also reveals, to the extent possible given the limited available jurisprudence that may be...
assessed, the minimal practical effect this law has in this Member State. However, in relation to the 2011 case, it has been argued that ‘there is no doubt that at least this concrete judicial authority has fully realised the tremendous importance of the enforcement of the existing legal framework against discrimination’. 66 This argument supports the position that the 2005 law has influenced judicial decisions in relation to the non-discrimination framework on an abstract level. Nevertheless, even if this is the case, the impact of the 2005 law continues to be insufficient given that more than 10 years have passed since the adoption of the 2005 law and, therefore, more tangible results should have come about.

As well as non-reliance or partial reliance on the 2005 law, there are other limitations to the law’s enforcement by the courts, namely the slow pace of enforcement and the judicial confusion on key themes. In 2013, a bus driver of a transport company of the city of Thessaloniki forced two passengers of African descent to get off the bus for no apparent reason. When the other passengers criticized this behaviour, the driver declared that he was a Golden Dawn supporter. 67 An association, the Nazi-Free Thessaloniki Assembly, filed a complaint to the Organization of Public Transportation of Thessaloniki. The case resulted in the intervention of the Misdemeanours Prosecutor of Thessaloniki who ordered a preliminary inquiry into the case. The court found the perpetrator guilty of denying access to services on racial grounds, holding that the bus driver’s conduct offended the victims’ dignity and created an intimidating, humiliating or offensive environment, without, however, referring to the term ‘harassment’. 68 It ordered his 10-month imprisonment suspended for 3 years and a fine of EUR 1000. 69 This was the first time that Article 16, which provides for criminal penalties for discriminatory behaviour in the supply of goods and services, was enforced, reflecting a 9-year delay since the law’s creation. 70

In 2008, the judiciary demonstrated confusion in relation to a core principle of the law, namely that of reasonable accommodation. First, it must be noted that Article 10 of the 2005 law transposes Article 5 of the Employment Equality Directive word for word into national law. In the case under consideration, the Athens Court of First Instance found that a disabled bank officer had been discriminated against under Law 3004/2005 given that she had been transferred to another branch which was far from her home and, thus, harder for her to access. 71 In reaching this decision, the court first checked whether other employees were available to work at that bank branch. It has been argued that the court seemed to have become confused in relation to the duty of reasonable accommodation since, even in the event that no other suitable employees existed in the other branch, this would not have resulted in a finding against the employee since ‘the duty to provide reasonable accommodation is very strict and favours persons with disabilities’. 72

Thus, nearly 20 years since the directives and over 10 years since the passing of the transposing law, the judicial enforcement of the law can be summed up as minimal in quantity and in quality. In relation to the first point, the fact remains that victims are simply not seeking redress in the courts under this law with other entities unable to bring forth cases without identified and consenting victims. In relation to the issue of quality, relevant cases have shown slowness in applying principles of the law, confusion on its provisions and, significantly, a lack of or no reliance on Law 3004/2005 when faced with non-discrimination cases.

Equality bodies: Contributing to the ineffectiveness of the law’s enforcement.
Article 13 of the Racial Equality Directive provides for the designation of a body or bodies to assist victims in pursuing discrimination claims, conduct surveys, publish reports and make recommendations in an independent manner, within the realm of non-discrimination. In Greece, three such bodies have been mandated to function within the framework of Article 13, these being the Ombudsperson, the Committee for Equal Treatment and the Labour Inspectorate Body.

The Ombudsperson is an independent authority created following the 2001 constitutional revisions and is set out as one of the equality bodies under Law 3304/2005. The 2005 law amends Law 3094/2003, which established the Ombudsperson, extending its mandate to include the protection of the rights and interests of the child and the promotion of the principle of equal treatment of all persons with no distinction as to racial or ethnic group, religious or other beliefs, age, disability or sexual orientation. The Ombudsperson’s powers are incorporated in the 2003 law, which charges this institution with the duty of investigating relevant cases following the submittal of a complaint, instigating investigations on its own initiative and making recommendations to the relevant authority on the steps that need to be taken for the case to be resolved. The Ombudsperson is granted the duty of conducting research and publishing special reports on the promotion and protection of the principle of equal treatment vis-a`-vis the groups dealt with by the directives. Taking into account that the need for an equality body is provided for only by the Racial Equality Directive and, thus, only in the sphere of race and ethnicity, it must be underlined that Greece opted to move beyond the scope of the directives, since it mandated the Ombudsperson with duties to tackle discrimination against all five protected grounds, rather than solely within the framework of race and ethnicity. However, certain disadvantages can be pinpointed in relation to the functioning of the Ombudsperson. First, an injured party must submit a complaint within 6 months of a particular occurrence, a period which has been deemed too short. Second, in the event that a positive response is not received from an authority, the only power granted to the Ombudsperson is to publicize this occurrence, if it is considered that this is not sufficiently justified. Moreover, the more extensive powers pertain to the case’s reference to a prosecutor in the event of a criminal act conducted by a public official or, in the event of unlawful behaviour on the part of the public official, the relevant body for disciplinary action. Furthermore, it must be noted that no reference is made in either law for incorporating the provision of independent assistance to the victims of discrimination in pursuing their complaints regarding discrimination, as provided for by Article 13(2) of the Racial Equality Directive.

During 2014, 216 cases were examined by the Ombudsperson in the field of discrimination with 77 having been carried over from the previous year. A violation was found in 56 of the total cases with 25 of those resulting in a positive approach adopted by the public authority in question. Among the cases brought forth before the Ombudsperson, there have been several good examples in the framework of anti-discrimination law. It is beyond the scope of this article to assess all the cases in detail so one example will be provided to demonstrate the effects of Law 3004/2005 on equal treatment in Greece. The Ombudsperson was informed about the establishment of an upper age limit of 40 years old for employment in the Greek Naval Chamber. The Ombudsperson intervened on his own initiative, advising the Greek Naval Chamber that this practice was discriminatory on the grounds of age, as so provided by Law 3304/2005. The Naval Chamber responded in a positive manner, removing the age
requirements. To put it briefly, without the 2005 law and the powers it grants to the Ombudsperson to intervene in the cases of discrimination, this case would have had to go through the courts, with the victim or 17(4) victims relying on generalized constitutional provisions of equality and nondiscrimination.

As well as examining complaints and writing reports, the Ombudsperson has carried out other initiatives to contribute to the promotion of equal treatment, such as the publication of a Diversity Guide for public servants regarding the anti-discrimination legislation in addition to details and information thereof with the purpose of rendering them more sensitive to and aware of the rights and needs of possible victims of discrimination. Thus, this body has taken a holistic approach to the promotion of equal treatment in Greece.

The Committee for Equal Treatment was established by Article 21 of the 2005 Law and is part of the Ministry of Justice. It is responsible for examining the violations of equal treatment by private persons, both natural and legal, functioning outside the fields of employment and occupation. It oversees the conciliatory process which is conducted by the interrelated Department on Equal Treatment and must compose reports in the event that a conciliatory process fails. It may also issue opinions and reports about the interpretation and implementation of the law. However, this body has no powers to impose sanctions or fines. To date, no information is available on the number of complaints received by the Equal Treatment Committee nor are there any figures on the number of cases duly addressed and solved. Furthermore, this body has yet to compose any reports on failed conciliatory procedures, as provided for by the law which established it. In addition, this body has, since its creation ‘largely been inactive’. As well as its limited powers and authority, the affiliation with a Ministry has led the Economic and Social Council to underline that this body should be made independent so as to comply with directive 2000/45/EC. This is because Article 13 of the Racial Equality Directive refers to the independence of assistance provided to victims and to the surveys and reports issued by equality bodies. The Economic and Social Council has noted that the Equal Treatment Committee needs an increase in human and other resources in order to allow it to function effectively and that its powers should extend to being able to impose penalties so as to punish and not only prevent discriminatory acts.

In the framework of employment and occupation, it is the Labour Inspectorate Body of the Ministry of Labour, Social Security and Social Solidarity that is responsible for examining the incidents of a violation of the principle of equal treatment by private natural and legal persons. This body uses conciliatory means but, unlike the other two bodies, has the authority to impose fines which are paid to the State in the event that a violation of the principle of equal treatment is determined. In its latest report of 2009, approved in 2011, the Economic and Social Council noted that the Labour Inspectorate Body had never, by that time, produced a report on equal treatment, since it had not dealt with any cases of a violation. In the Labour Inspectorate Body’s latest report of 2013, the only reference to the law under consideration was a mention that the inspectors of labour relations advise employers and employees on the principle of equal treatment and seek to facilitate the access and participation of disabled persons in the workplace and in vocational training. However, no details are provided on such actions while no mention is made of cases pursued within the framework of the law. It has been argued that the inability of this department to function efficiently is, in part, a result of the lack of staff at its disposal. This position is illustrated by the case of the Manolada, where at least 28 migrant strawberry pickers were shot by the farmers for demanding owed wages.
General Confederation of Greek workers criticized the Labour Inspectorate for failing properly to investigate working conditions for migrants in Manolada, which it likened to modern slavery. ‘The criminal act in Manolada shows the tragic results of labour exploitation, combined with a lack of control by the governmental Labour Inspectorate Body’. Furthermore, the Ombudsperson issued a report on the need for the immediate, coordinated and effective intervention of the State in relation to the working conditions of the strawberry pickers in Manolada. In the report, the Ombudsperson questioned the effective functioning of the Labour Inspectorate Department. This case was brought before the European Court of Human Rights which found that the applicants’ situation was one of human trafficking and forced labour and that Greece had failed in its obligations to prevent the situation of human trafficking, to protect the victims, to conduct an effective investigation into the offences committed and to punish those responsible for the trafficking.

Thus, with the creation of the aforementioned institutions and extension of the powers of already established institutions such as the Ombudsperson, injured parties, theoretically, have an array of nonjudicial routes they can follow for the purposes of finding redress when discriminated against on the grounds designated by the law. This should contribute to the efficiency and effectiveness of such a process given the cost and slow pace associated with the judicial system. However, several problems arise from the current situation vis-à-vis the related institutions and their powers, as set out by the relevant law, which subsequently affect its actual enforcement and the actual impact it has on combating discrimination in the country. Firstly, only the Ombudsperson is an independent authority with no affiliation to a State institution and, thus, the only body free from any potential governmental influences. In fact, the ECRI has, on several occasions, suggested that, given the importance of such independence, the Ombudsperson’s powers be extended so as to allow it to have a more constructive role in the combat of discrimination, enabling it to instigate and participate in cases and to work within the private as well as public domain or, in the event that this is not possible, to establish another independent authority, with more powers, to deal with discrimination. Secondly, it could be argued that no adequate redress is essentially provided to injured parties through the nonjudicial route, since only one body has the authority to order the payment of a monetary sum payable to the State rather than in the form of monetary damages to the victim and, since it is the Labour Inspectorate Body that has this authority, such fines can only arise in the sphere of private employment and occupation. Third, the fact that three separate authorities exist that are empowered to deal with the implementation of the law creates a complex situation. For example, the Greek National Commission for Human Rights recommends that all the duties should be transferred to the Ombudsperson, except those in the sphere of access to and provision of goods and services, which should be dealt with by the Commissioner of the Consumer. Finally, the activities of the institutions and their actual role in the promotion of equal treatment and effect in tackling the cases of discrimination, as provided for in the directives and the transposing law, are disputed. For example, the Committee of Equal Treatment and the Labour Inspectorate have not yet demonstrated that they are functioning in accordance with the law, with no reported cases to show. The only body that appears to be working in the sphere of its duties under the legislation is the Ombudsperson, with punctual annual reports demonstrating its activities in relation to the pursuance of cases but also in connection with other actions such as awareness-raising in the field of equal treatment. However, as has been pertinently argued, the number of cases received and examined per year, for example, the 139 cases received in 2014, cannot be deemed to ‘reflect the real intensity of
This is notwithstanding the fact that, as noted above, the number of complaints received is rising due to the victims, such as the Roma, having greater awareness of their rights more generally but also their right to make a complaint to the Ombudsperson. In relation to the number of complaints received by the Ombudsperson and the Equal Treatment Committee, the Economic and Social Council notes that the lack of complaints ‘constitutes a worrying phenomenon and does not mean the full implementation of the principle but the lack of knowledge of the relevant rights from the victims and the weakness in tracing such incidents on the part of the relevant bodies’.

In relation to the Labour Inspectorate Body, the Economic and Social Council underlined that the lack of reported cases dealt with by that body demonstrates the ‘inspectors’ weakness in tracking down such cases as well as the victim’s ignorance of their rights against employers’ discriminatory practices.

Practical reality.

In addition to the aforementioned limitations as to the content and application of the law by the relevant judicial and administrative bodies, an array of competent institutions, such as the Economic and Social Council, the Greek National Commission for Human Rights and the Ombudsperson, have brought forth the practical examples of Greek daily life which demonstrate that the objectives of the law are not being sought or fulfilled. Although the examples below are related to discrimination on the grounds of race and ethnicity as well as religion, this is not to say that discrimination on the other grounds does not occur. For example, in relation to age discrimination, Greece was referred to the European Court of Justice by the European Commission for what it considered to be age discrimination in the field of pension rights in the public service and, more particularly, for diplomats.

On the point of the institutions’ practical examples, in 2009, the Economic and Social Council put forth certain arguments which are applicable today regarding discrimination. It referred to the vast array of difficulties Roma face in fields such as housing, health and education for purposes of demonstrating that the discrimination of the sort that should be tackled by the directives occurs on a practical level. As a result of the practical situation in the framework of discriminatory practices in Greece, the Council argued that the State should reconsider its role as a proactive protector of the groups of persons included in the directives and seek to work on positively and directly supporting the groups affected by discrimination through, inter alia, training competent authorities on non-discrimination and informing vulnerable groups of their rights.

More particularly, on the part of the executive, there seems to be no actual plan or intention to take constructive steps proactively to combat the discrimination and harassment described in the law and provide for equal treatment through initiatives and measures which meet the spirit of the law.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the 2000 directives brought about changes to the equal treatment framework of Greece as a result of the passing of Law 3004/2005 insofar as it simply introduced a theoretically coherent statute to a previously non-existent legal framework. This law applies the minimum standards of the two directives in a non-specific manner, endorsing the limitations, which are the characteristics of the directives themselves. On an enforcement level, the victims of discrimination do not actively pursue their rights, particularly through the courts,
with many cases of discrimination not being matched by respective complaints to the courts or to equality bodies. In relation to the judiciary, courts have not taken the opportunity to develop and interpret this law whenever possible. Instead, this law seems to be a secondary consideration for a judiciary that has demonstrated, inter alia, slow pace and confusion as to its provisions. Rather than rectifying the enforcement situation to the extent possible, the equality bodies and predominantly the Equal Treatment Committee and the Labour Inspectorate Department do not hit the mark. In short, the failures and shortcomings of the Greek nondiscrimination framework, as described above, are tragically demonstrated in the Manolada case.118
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